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ABSTRACT

The flavour-changing radiative decay h -» »f is analysed, and is found to be sensitive to

the WW7 coupling. QCD corrections are found to play an important role. A good measurement

of the branching ratio for B —• K'i may allow us to test the gauge coupling for WW7 of the

Standard Model.
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There is a general interest in the favour-changing decays of

the b-quark to the a-quark. Although auch proceaaes are

prohibited at the tree-level in the Standard Model, they are,

nevertheless, allowed at the one-loop level. Such processes,

although rare, are, however, of great Importance for several

reasons. First, they aerve as probes looking into the fine

structure of the Standard Model, thereby allowing one to see if

new physics (including the possibility of the fourth faaily) Is

present. Second, since these processes proceed via loop diagraas

involving the thus-far undetected top-quark, they provide a

gliapse on physics beyond the directly accessible Baas-ecale.

Third and aost important, the coating into operation of the new

electron-positron colliders will render auch b -» s decays

detectable if proceeded according to prediction of the Standard

Model. Already, data collected at CESR '" and DORIS (*'3> are

providing upper bounds to such decays not too far away froa

Standard Model predictions.

As more and Bore data on electroweak processes are collected,

it seeas that the Standard Model is in better and better shape

everyday. Latest results froa LEP have indicated that the

number of light neutrino species is consistent with three. A

weighted average of 3.2±0.2 is obtained if results froa various

groups are combined. Existence of only three light neutrino

species strongly iaplies existence of only three faailies of

quarks, which happens to be the aininua nuaber required to

generate CP violation in a natural way. There is also indication

fron other considerations, such as neutron electric dipole aoaent,

that the simplest one Higgs doublet structure of the Standard

Model ia the favoured one. Possible straying away froa the

simplest Standard Model is therefore highly constrained.

Nevertheless, the structure of the Standard Model has to be

tested in great details. In this paper, we shall concentrate on

the effect of WWj coupling on the flavour-changing radiative decay

b -» slf. This decay, or its related process B •• K T, haB been



studied by several authors in the literature, within the framework

of the Standard Model I*7'*' as well as beyond the Standard

Model. " Assuming simplest Higgs structure, the decay b -» ml

can proceed, at the one-loop level, via two diagrams as shown in

Pig. 1: (a) with the photon emitting from the internal quark line,

and (b) with the photon emitting from the internal W-boson line.

The WWy coupling

attention. Variation

Hodel has

reactions

been

has attracted a considerable amount of

Trom the gauge coupling of the Standard

especially with respect to the

-» tflf, qq' -• W» and qq1 -» WW. All these reactions

studied,Z7~3*'

are sensitive to the WWr coupling, and will therefore be good test

of the Standard Hodel. In this paper, we shall attempt to show

that another place where the WWf coupling plays an Important role

is the flavour-changing radiative decay b -• ST.

The coupling at the HN7 vertex is taken to be given by:

(1)

where * is the Magnetic moment parameter. For the gauge coupling

of the Standard Hodel, 4 = 1 . The value 4 * 0 corresponds to the

"minimal" coupling. Here, we shall keep * as a free paraaeter.

The calculation of the bsr vertex function f (p,k) froi

two diagrams of Pig. 1 is straightforward.

the

We perform it in the

unitary gauge. Renoraalization is achieved in the usual war'37'

by demanding that the renoraalised quantities satisfy the

Ward-Takahashi identity as well as the unrenormalized quantities.

The on-shell vertex function for small external momenta is given

by

(2)

where Q, and Gn are given by
A Is

.) J"
(4)

Here, U.. is the Kobayaahi-Haskawa mixing aatrix element, j is the

flavour of the internal quark line, and

"V (5)

The functions At ot'
x* * n d Btot'3t* c a n b* written in the following

forms:

(6)

(7)

where we have displayed the explicit dependence of A. . and B. .
tot tot

on the magnetic aoaent paraaeter 4. Explicit expressions for the

functions occurring in Eqs. (6) and (7) are:

x-x2) • 2(4-16x+9xi)«nx]/(l-x)4, (8)

B(Q)(x) = i (9)

(10)

B[*"(X) = ifx(l-x)(3+x+2x2) + 2x2(3-x+x2Knx]/(l-x»< , (11)

(12)

x2(3-x)«nx]/(l-x)3- . (13)



The expressions for A and B(4) are well-known. and

B. have been calculated before!11 Our results also agree with

previous calculations for * = 1. The dependence on m./M^

of these functions are displayed in Fig- 2. It is noted that
(u) (W)

A and B have opposite sign from, and are larger in magnitude

than, A and i[V), respectively. As a result, A ( H ) and B ( W )

change sign as * increases. Figs. 3 and 4 show the variation of

A and B with n./M,. for various values of a.

For real photon emission in the decay b -» BY, QA in Eq. (2)

does not contribute- Since |U* U.. | >> |U* U , | and |B. .(x. )| >>
LH CD US UD tOt Xr

l B
t o t <* c U> we can write

= UtsUtbBtot'*t> • ( 14 )

The decay rate for b -* »1 is therefore given by

a o:

128*7 K.
utb| "b |Btot(jct>| • (15)

The decay b -» »T is expected to be strongly affected by QCD

corrections. This is because, for light quark Mass, QCD

corrections turn a typical power-type 01M suppression into a

milder logarithmic one. ' Here, we follow the treatment of

Grinstein, Springer and Wise

QCD-corrected Btot'^j) i"

'12' for « t comparable to The

where n is given by

(IT)

* In going over the calculation, an error is discovered in

Ref. 41. The expression for Afc and Bt in Bef- 41 should be

replaced by Eqs. (10) and (11) of this paper.
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The decay b -» si is noraalized to the seaileptonic decay b -*

The decay rate for b -» cttf ia given by M 2""'

(18)

where P ia the phase space factor and

factor given by

is the QCD correction

= l " 3iT f • (19)

For the proble* at hand, p = 0.52 and t = 3.2 . Since

t A t b be

. ) ! ' . 120)

Apart froa getting rid of the mixing aatrix elements, normalizing

b -* 31 to b -» cef also allows us to reliably relate our result to

r(B-m*ir>,

r(B-*K*]f)/ = r(b-»sr)/ (211

The uncertainties Introduced by hadronic matrix elements are, to a
.(12.large extent, removed in such a process.

Our results are presented in Figs. 5, 6, T and 6. For

convenience, we have indicated on the graphs, apart froa the decay

rate F(b-»87), also the branching ratio r(b-»sl)/r<b~»all) and the

ratio r(b-»3T)/r(b-»cef). The last quantity, as explained earlier,

is easily related

r(B-»K*»)/r(B-*D*ef).

computing r(b-»sir): |

the branching ratio

r{B-*all) = 5*io~4 eV.

to the experimentally observed quantity

He have used the following values in

*^Utb| » 0.044, and a * « ( H £ ) » 1/128. For

of b-*sT, we have assumed that r(b-»all) =

•• r



Fig. 5 shows the decay rate for b-+s7 without QCD corrections

for various values of the magnetic moment parameter 4. Figs. 6

and 7 exhibit the decay rate with QCD corrections calculated with

A ^ p = 100 HeV and 200 MeV respectively. Finally, Fig. 8 gives

the variation of r(fcr+s7) with 4 at m = M-, without and with QCD

corrections = 200 MeV).

The fact that B:

are positive leads

evident frosi Pig. 4,

is large and negative, while BJ W ) and B(<l)

to interesting observations.

BJ
Aa already

J + to^ changes sign around * ~

0.75. As a result, the decay rate r(b-*T) without QCD corrections

exhibits a sharp dip around * » 0.S, as is evident fro* Figs. 5

In fact, for mt • Mu, the decay rate r<b-»sj) rises almost

trically and steeply as )4 - 0.6| Increases.

and 8.

s

The effect of QCD corrections pushes this dip in r(b-tsT) to

•ore negative values of *. As shown in Eq. (16), QCD corrections

effectively add a positive contribution to B. 4 | i J , and scales it
tot t

downward slightly. Eq. (16) can be rewritten as:

• 1 - (22)

The constants a and b depend on the values of A Q C D chosen. For

A Q C D - 100 HeV (200 MeV), a = 0.689 (0.649) and b = 0.508 (0.613 1.

In Table I, we display the values of * at which sharp dip in

r<b-+sir) occurs without and with QCD corrections (A™- = 200 MeV)

for different values of »t/**v- The shift in the sharp dip due to

QCD corrections is apparent. As a result of this, we find that,

after taken into account of QCD corrections, r(b-»sr> decreases

sharply as < decreases, indicating that the decay rate is

sensitive to the magnetic •oient parameter t. This feature may

become important if the decay rate P(b-»B7) is observed to be below

the prediction of the Standard Hodel.

Recent experimental

BB(B-»K*ir) of the order of 10"4
reaults * yield an upper bound on

Coupling this with the known

value of BR(B~>D el>), we obtain

r<B-»K*ir)/ 4*10 "3
( 2 3 )

As can be seen fro* Figs. 6 and 7, this is quite close to the

Standard Hodel result ( 4 x 1 ) . If future experimental result does

establish that H b-»s» )/F( tr+cef) is indeed - 3*10"3, then Standard

Hodel is in good shape. However, in view of ita rather flat

behaviour with respect to
V

it will not be practical to use it

to pin down the top-quark mass.

clarify some theoretical uncertainties

calculations, ' especially If a la known.

Instead, It say be used to

In the Standard Hodel

On the other hand, if future result shows that

r(b-»sr)/r(b->cei') is much lower that 10"3, then Standard Hodel is

in need of modification. As our results suggest, a non "Standard"

value for the magnetic moment parameter 4 at the WWT coupling is

certainly a good possibility to be contended with.

In conclusion, we have found that the flavour-changing

radiative decay b -t §| ii rather sensitive to the wwj coupling. A

good measurement of the branching ratio for B -* K 7, coupled with

the eventual determination of the top-quark mass, may allow us to

test the gauge coupling at the WVj vertex of the Standard Hodel.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Table I: Values of * at which r(b-»»T) exhibits a sharp dip

4 is the value without QCD corrections; 4 is the value
o o
with QCD corrections calculated with AQC[) » 200 HeV.

- t/H w

0.5

• 1 . 0

1.5

2.0

2.5

o

0.456

0.500

0.536

0.566

0.590

4QCD
o

-3.328

-0.972

-0.405

-0.152

-0.005

Pig. 1: Feynaan diagraats contributing to the baT vertex function

at the one-loop level.

Fig. 2: Variations of A ( Q \ B ( Q \ A*1", B } W > , A^W)and B^ W ) with •,. .

Fig. 3: The combination A*1" = A J I " + * A ' W ' versus •,. for different

values of A.

Fig. 4: The combination B*1" * B ' W +*B'"' versus •. for different

values of t.

Fig. 5: Plot of r<b-*T) versus « t for different values of *

without QCD corrections. Also indicated on the plot are

r(b-*sir)/T(b-»«ll) and r(b-»sT)/r< b-»cee).

Fig. 6: Same as Fig. 5, but with QCD corrections (A_CD = 100 MeVI.

Fig. 7: Same as Fig. S, but with A Q C D = 200 MeV.

Fig. 8: Variation of r(b-»s7) with 4 at

are calculated with AQ-.

t = M... QCD corrections

200 HeV.
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